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GLASS IN ARCHITECTURE AND
DECORATION

Sevasa introduces the new line CriSamar® STEP, an acid etched glass with deep engraving
that creates a perfect anti-slip effect.
The new CriSamar® Steps is composed by 5 designs: Incus, Aluminum, Nexus, Versus and
Codex, in two different versions, satin etched and transparent to adapt to new modern trends.
These 5 designs can be mixed with a wide range of colored glass creating a universe of
creative possibilities.
Sevasa is not only extending their product line by introducing sating etched anti slip glass in
floors but offering a wide range of new designs, transparencies and sizes.
CriSamar® STEP offers pioneering solutions of high added value and quality to architects and
decorators. CriSamar® STEP is applicable in all interior and exterior passage areas. Ideal for
stairs, footbridges and floors.
Sevasa is specialized in the production of acid etched satin engraved glass obtained from flat
glass sheets. The company was founded in 1983 by Don Pasquale Meli after a long tradition in
both the artistic glass sector and satin etched glass sector of the 60´s in Italy. Creator of a new
procedure for serial decorative glass, he set up an important company. SEVASA with
headquarter in Barcelona and several international branches.
Sevasa is recognised internationally for its products and their applications in architecture
(exterior architecture, stairs, catwalk, flooring, …) furniture and decoration (top counter, doors,
partition screens, …).
Service, quality and design are its strong points. Sevasa exports 80% of its production thanks to
its international recognition gained through its quality, and has branch and representative offices
in Europe, America and Asia.
Sevasa is showing its commitment with the environment. Strict standard controls give Sevasa
the seal of an eco-friendly and sustainable company.
Products:
- Acid-etched glass: SatenGlas®, SatenLux®,Luxmat® : 3 levels of opacity and finishing that
allow you to chose the level of luminosity and light diffusion, smooth to the touch, brilliance,
satin-resistant and an antireflection effect for the most versatile applications.
- CriSamar® : engraved glass, transparent or translucent. Known for its quality and the depth of
the cut, it has a brightness and lightness that is impossible to obtain in any other transformation
process.
- SatenDecor® : decorated acid-etched glass, with designs of different styles. Designs that
communicate with us through their shapes and the smoothness of their texture.
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- LuxMat® Laquée : acid etched satin glass, colour without reflection. It is resistant and durable
of sophisticated appearance.
- Satinados Antiscratch: LuxFine® y LuxRaff®: satin cristal glass with treatment “Alfluor”
resistant to scars and stains. Their high resistance and easy cleaning turns them into the ideal
solution for application as demanding as kitchen counters, stairs …
- LuxFine® Board: writing and projecting board. A single decorative piece for conference
rooms, schools, information desks, office dividers …
- CriSamar® Step: unique and original line that thanks to the deepness of its incisión it creates
a perfect anti-slip effect. Ideal for stairs, floorings, catwalks, …

For further information please contact:

Sevasa North Amrerica, Inc.
19901 Southwest Freeway
Suite #106
Sugar Land, TX 77479
(281) 207-5477
(281) 207-5476 - fax

www.sevasa.com

CriSamar® Step Nexus
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